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INTRODUCTION 

Welcome to the Total Endurance bike buyers guide. The guide will provide 

you with some general information on the differences between types of 

bikes to help you make an informed decision on what is the correct type 

of bike for you. When you are contemplating a new bike some of the 

things to consider (apart from your budget) are your riding experience, 

the type of riding you plan to do, how regularly and how far you plan to 

ride, whether you want to use the bike for racing, Sportive rides, 

triathlon, etc. 

When you are looking for a new bike, we would always recommend 

speaking to a specialist bike shop to help ensure that you get the best 

possible bike for you based on your budget and what you want to use the 

bike for. 
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BIKE SIZING 

Bike sizing is the most important aspect to consider when getting a new 

bike and ensuring you get the right size at the start will help ensure the 

most comfortable fit available.  With sizing it is important to pay attention 

to how the bikes are measured as not all of them are measured the same 

way. 

How bikes are measured 

Bike sizes are usually given in centimetres and the measurement is from 

the centre of the bottom bracket shell to the centre of the top tube 

measured up the length of the seat tube.  In many cases now bikes have 

sloping rather than horizontal top tubes so the measurement is a virtual 

measurement to where the centre of the top tube would be if it was 

horizontal. 

       

Frame Measurement    Frame Measurement 

(Horizontal Top Tube)   (Sloping Top Tube) 

Where manufacturers use S, M, L, etc to specify the size of their frames 

they will usually also give a measurement relating to that size, As an 

example, an S size Argon 18 Krypton is equivalent to a 51-53cm frame 

but it has a sloping top tube so the height of the seat tube from the 

centre of the bottom bracket to the top of the seat tube is 48.5cm. 

Many manufacturers now also specify stack and reach measurements. 

This method of specifying bike size was popularised by Cervelo and can 

be very useful as it also gives an indication of the length of the bike. Even 

Cervelo still give frame size using the traditional seat tube method but 

also give stack and height measurements. 
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Stack is a vertical measurement from the centre of the bottom bracket 

shell to the top, centre of the head tube 

       

Stack      Reach 

Reach is a horizontal measurement from the centre of the bottom bracket 

shell to the top, centre of the head tube 

Stack/reach ratio 

Stack/reach ratio is a useful indicator of how ‘aggressive’ a position can 

be achieved on a particular bike. A more aggressive performance bike will 

have a higher stack relative to reach so the frame will be longer and 

lower. 

It should be noted that stack and reach do not change linearly across bike 

sizes so the stack/reach ratio will vary between different sizes of the 

same bike.  

As an example, a BMC Teammachine size 51 will have a stack/reach ratio 

of 1.41 while the same bike in size 61 will have a ratio of 1.46. 

Stack/reach ratio is a useful comparison between different bikes of the 

same size. A 61cm BMC Roadmachine has a ratio of 1.53 compared to 

1.46 for the Teammachine in the same size so it is a ‘less aggressive’ bike 

with a more upright riding position. A 61cm Cervelo Caledonia has a ratio 

of 1.56 so it has a more relaxed position than the BMC Roadmachine. 
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BIKE TYPES 

A few years ago we had Road Bikes, Mountain bikes, Touring bikes and 

Cyclo cross bikes. As cycling has developed as both a competitive and 

leisure activity so bikes have also evolved and different names have 

started to pop up for sub categories of the different types of bike. Below 

we have explained the different types of road, time trial and gravel bikes 

which we are able to offer. 

Performance Road Bike 

 

This is your traditional “racing bike”. It is a road bike with fairly 

aggressive geometry suitable for fast riding on the road and for racing in 

road races or taking part in sportives and other competitive events. They 

are usually the lightest of the various types of road bike so they are very 

responsive and are good in the hills.  The lightest frames now weigh in at 

well under 1kg for a mid size so overall the bike weight is significantly 

lower than they were a few years ago. A lighter bike not only goes up hills 

faster but is also gives a more responsive ride. The advent of disc brakes 

means that wheels are now generally held in place with “throu axles” 

rather than quick release skewers and this adds to the stiffness and 

responsiveness of the bike. 

Typical examples of a performance road bike are. 

• Argon 18 Sum 

• BMC Teammachine Road 

• Cervelo R Series 

You will often see these bike being ridden by the pros in the big races. 
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Aero Road Bike 

 

An aero road bike is designed to be more aerodynamic and therefore 

faster on the flat than a performance road bike.  It is still very much a 

performance machine and will have very similar geometry to a 

performance bike but will have more aerodynamic frame, seat post and 

handlebar profiles and more integration of cables, hoses, seat clamp, etc.  

As a result they tend to be a little bit heavier than a performance bike and 

many of the original aero road bikes had a very stiff and uncompromising 

ride. Newer iterations have a much more comfortable ride and many 

manufacturers are now producing bikes which are somewhere between a 

full on aero road bike and a performance road bike to get the best of both 

worlds. 

• BMC Timemachine Road 

• Cervelo S Series 
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Endurance Road Bike  

 

An endurance road bike, as the name suggests, is a road bike designed 

for longer endurance type rides.  They can still be ridden fast and hard 

but they are designed to be a little more comfortable than a performance 

bike. At a first glance they look the same as a performance bike. 

Stack tends to be a little bit higher and reach a little bit lower than a 

performance bike so it is possible to achieve a more upright and 

comfortable position and the frame tends to have a bit more compliance 

built in to improve comfort on longer rides. They are likely to also have a 

slightly longer wheelbase than a performance bike so they are more 

stable but less responsive than a Performance bike. They can still be used 

for competitive events but offer a slightly less aggressive position than a 

Performance Road bike. 

If you are looking for a road bike which still offers excellent performance 

but is a little bit more comfortable and can be used for longer rides then 

an endurance bike might offer the best of both worlds. 

• Argon 18 Krypton 

• BMC Roadmachine 

• Cervelo Celedonia 
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Gravel Bike 

 

A gravel bike is designed for off road riding on reasonably good tracks 

and trails.  They look similar to a road bike but have additional clearance 

for bigger tyres, a higher bottom bracket for improved ground clearance 

and a longer wheelbase for improved stability. They can also be ridden on 

the road and can be fitted with road tyres and used as a winter bike or a 

touring bike. 

The gravel bike market is expanding rapidly and we are now seeing a 

range of gravel bike geometries with some more suited to fast riding and 

some better suited to longer all day rides or bike packing trips. 

They are similar to Cyclocross bikes but cyclocross bikes are race bikes 

designed for a specific purpose, forty five minutes to one-hour of intense 

thrashing around deteriorating muddy fields and obstacles in pretty 

terrible conditions.  Cyclocross racing demands tight, precise handling and 

efficient power transfer, good mud-shedding design as well as a 

preference for lightweight features. Cyclocross bike regulations limit the 

maximum tyre size to 33mm (although these regulations are not usually 

imposed in local UK cyclocross races). A cyclocross bike is likely to have a 

shorter wheelbase, higher bottom bracket and more aggressive riding 

position than a gravel bike. 

Gravel bikes tend to have a much wider scope, from hour-long jaunts to 

day-long rides, or even multi-day bikepacking trips. 
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Longer wheelbases and lowered bottom brackets, in combination with a 

slacker head tube angle, all help to give a more stable ride over rougher 

terrain than you might expect to encounter on a cyclocross bike. You'll 

also find a more upright riding position on these bikes.  Gravel bikes may 

also have various bosses for adding mudguards, racks, etc. Some 

cyclocross bikes don’t even have bosses for bottle cages. On a spectrum 

of road bike to MTB, cyclocross bike geometry tends to be more towards 

to road bike end than gravel bikes. 

Gravel bikes will have a wider set of gear ratios so that they are suitable 

for steeper climbs and rougher ground than a road bike.  They may be 

fitted with either one or 2 chanirings at the front. 

Gravel bikes now make an excellent option for touring or bikepacking or 

as a Winter or commuting bike with mudguards fitted. They can be fitted 

with wide road tyres to offer excellent grip and comfort and very good 

performance on the road. 

 

Time Trial/Triathlon Bike 

 

A time trial or triathlon bike is all about speed! They are designed to be 

used in non drafting races such as age group triathlon or cycling time 

trials.  You are likely to make yourself unpopular if you turn up for your 

local group ride on a TT bike! 
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The geometry and handling of a TT bike is very different to a standard 

road bike. The have a much steeper seat tube angle which allows you to 

sit further forward on the bike and because you are sitting further forward 

it is possible to get a lower back position for improved aerodymancs. This 

does affect the handling of the bike and they are less responsive than a 

road bike. The frame shape is optimised for minimum drag so tube 

shapes are deeper and therefore the frame tends to be heavier. 

The handlebar set up is also very different to a road bike, the base bar is 

normally a bull horn type arrangement rather than a drop handlebar and 

they are fitted with tribars and armrests which allow the rider to adopt a 

very aerodynamic position similar to a downhill skier.   This position is 

very fast but it does compromise control so it is not advisable to use this 

position in a group unless it is a team event where everybody is working 

together (and has practiced together).  

A bike specifically for time trials will have more aggressive frame 

dimensions than a bike which is used mainly for triathlon as there is no 

requirement to run at the end of a time trial! Also the regulations for each 

bike are different as the UCI (the cycling governing body) applies certain 

regulations to frame dimensions and bike fit which are not applicable in 

triathlon. The UCI regulations are not usually applied to local time trials 

so a triathlon specific bike can be used for most local time trials.  Outwith 

professional racing there is only one time trial per year in the UK where 

UCI regulations apply. 
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WHAT SIZE OF BIKE DO I NEED? 

A good starting point to identify the correct bike size of you is to measure 

your inseam and multiply by 0.7. To measure your inseam stand in bare 

(or stocking) feet with your feet approximately shoulder width apart and 

measure from the floor up the in side of your leg.  It is a good idea to 

stand against a wall and use a book or something with a flat edge to 

imitate a bike saddle while you do the measurement. 

You may be between 2 sizes and the choice of whether to go for the 

bigger or smaller size will depend on a number of factors such as the type 

of riding you are doing, the type of bike and your own physical 

characteristics. At this point it is well worth having a discussion with an 

experienced fitter to discuss the options.  

You need to ensure that you have sufficient stand over height so that you 

can stand astride the bike with plenty of clearance.  Standover height will 

often be specified on the manufacturers documentation so it can be 

compared to your inseam measurement. 

If you are unsure of bike sizing we would be more than happy to have a 

chat with you about how to find the correct size for the type of bike you 

are looking at. 
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COMPONENT CHOICE 

There are a couple of options for your new bike.  You can either opt for a 

pre-assembled bike which comes from the manufacturer as a complete 

bike ready to roll, or you can go for a custom build bike where you can 

specify all the individual components for your bike and your bike shop will 

build it for you. The final price of a pre-assembled bike will generally be a 

little bit lower than a custom build bike, so long as you don’t have to 

change lots of components to achieve the optimum fit. 

Pre-Assembled Bikes 

Most pre-assembled bikes come with a set of components sized to make 

the bike suitable for a person of average dimensions within the size range 

for that bike. It is always possible to change components such as 

handlebars, cranks, stems, gearing, etc. to suit your individual 

requirements and a bikefit should highlight any recommendations for 

component changes. A bikefit is included with every bike from Total 

Endurance. 

Custom Builds 

With a custom build the world is your oyster! You can specify exactly what 

you want on your bike including type of groupset, wheels, tyres, type and 

size of handlebars, stem, cranks, gearing, saddle type, etc, etc. The bike 

can then be built for you A good bike shop should have a range of options 

for all the components and should be able to advise you on the best 

options for you depending on the type of riding you do. 
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BIKE GEOMETRY COMPARISONS 

Argon 18 Bike Comparison (Size M) 

  

Gallium 
Performance 

Bike 

Krypton 
Endurance 

Bike 

Dark Matter 
Gravel Bike 

E-119 Tri/ 
TT Bike 

E-118 TT 
Bike 

Notes 

Seat tube Height cm 53 52 52 51.7 51.6   

Seat tube angle deg 73.5 73.7 73.7 78 78   

Head Tube Angle deg 72.7 72 72 72 72   

Top tube length cm 55.9 55.8 55.6 51.8 51.7   

Chain stay length cm 41.5 42 42.8 41.3 41.3   

Wheelbase cm 99.7 101.3 103 100.3 100.5   

BB Drop cm 7.5 7.8 7 7.3 7   

Head Tube Length  cm 14 14.9 17.1 8.6 7.6   

Stand Over Height cm 76.4 76.4 79.1 78 77   

Stack cm 55.2 58 59 59.8 56.2 Note 1 

Reach cm 39.5 38.8 38.7 43.4 45.3 Note 1 

Saddle Height Min cm 65 66 62 64.2 63.1   

Saddle Height Max cm 85 84 84 83.7 83.6   

Stack/reach ratio   1.40 1.49 1.52 1.38 1.24   

The Geometry comparison is for a number of Argon 18 bikes, all size M 

Note 1 The stack and reach measurements for the Tri/TT bikes are not directly comparable with the road bikes as in this case 

stack and reach are measured to the centre of the arm rests. The values given here are minimum stack and reach for each 

bike. What we can see as a direct comparison is the the Tri/TT bikes have a much steeper seat tube, which moves the 

saddle forward, a shorter top tube and head tube making the front end lower before the addition of tribars, armrests, etc.  

The TT bike is longer and lower than the Tri bike in a comparable size. 


